Our teacher tools module is designed to support teachers to work more productively, streamlining administrative tasks and supporting teaching and learning.

Core benefits

A complete set of tools
CE Teacher Toolkit includes a full suite of tools which enable busy teachers to quickly complete their administration tasks, whether they are in the classroom or out in the field.

Mobile first design to reflect the active schedules of teachers
Our solutions are all designed to be used on whichever device is most suited to the task. For Teacher Toolkit, we recognize that teachers may choose to use a smartphone or tablet instead of their laptop - which is why all modules are completely responsive and optimised for smaller screens as well as a traditional laptop or PC. This means that vital pastoral care and family data is available in real time for teachers on whichever device is most convenient.

Saves time with personalised task lists
Teacher Toolkit eliminates the need for teachers to find their way through various systems – all essential information is delivered to them.

“Everything is only one or two clicks away.”

Mark the roll in less than a minute
Easy and quick attendance marking on any device.

Intuitive and easy to use interface
A ten minute video introduction is the only induction required for users to confidently navigate the solution. No face-to-face training is required.
Functional features of Teacher Toolkit

**Teacher dashboard:** up-to-date schedules and task lists

**Class profiles:** information about your roll groups and timetabled classes

**Student profiles:** comprehensive student information at your fingertips

**Attendance management:** take the roll using your phone, or tablet if preferred

**Pastoral care management:** record incidents and initiate workflows

**Communication centre:** easy communication with students, caregivers and staff

**Timetables:** quick access to staff and student timetables and calendars

**Academic reporting:** student assessment and reporting to parents

**Seamless integration:** with Frog LMS to provide lesson plans, assignments, homework, student progress tracking, etc.
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**Attendance management**

**Teacher dashboard**

Roll marking on any device.